COMPANY PROFILE

Message from the CEO

I relish that Nasa International is a pioneer event and exhibition management company in
Pakistan.
We make our customers goodwill ambassadors for our company. Our aim is to deliver high
quality experience to our customers so that their trust remains with us.
Our team strives to create value addition for our customers and provide one-stop solution
for exhibitions, conferences, seminars and other corporate events.
Nasa International, in its own unique way, contributes to the national exchequer by acting
as a catalyst between Pakistani exporters and the global market by promoting
opportunities for international trade.
By the grace of Almighty, Nasa International has been serving the event and exhibition
industry of Pakistan for the past three decades and I pray that we continue to serve our
customers with passion, dedication and high quality standards.

Sohail Aziz
Chief Executive Officer

Vision
“ Our vision is to become the most preferred
partner for the world of international exhibitions
so as to increase the international trade and
strengthen the foreign exchange of Pakistan ”

Mission
“ To deliver top-notch experience to our
customers through our services; inspire
them to leverage upon the global trade
opportunities through our platform ”

Overview & History

Nasa International is the pioneer of event and exhibition management in Pakistan,
working in the industry since 1986.
Nasa International managed Pakistan’s first ever Fashion Apparel Fair (FAF) in
collaboration with Pakistan Cotton Fashion Apparel Association (PCFA) and the then
Export Promotion Bureau in the year 1987. Thereafter continued to organize FAF for 11
consecutive years. We also take pride in inviting world renowned fashion designers to FAF
Pakistan. It was during 1989 version of FAF when Mr. Pierre Cardin along with his
entourage visited Pakistan and staged his fashion show in Karachi. In the same fashion
Mr. Ted Lapidus was also invited during subsequent years.
After strengthening the grasp on local exhibitions, in the year 1992 Nasa International
diversified and started working with international exhibition organizers for their
representation in Pakistan. Since then, Nasa International has worked with key exhibition
organizers in the world including Messe Berlin (Germany), NürnbergMesse (Germany),
DMG Events (Dubai), Sial Group (Abu Dhabi), Dubai World Trade Centre - DWTC (Dubai),
CP Exhibitions (Hong Kong), Spielwarenmesse (Germany), ITE Exhibitions (Great Britain),
Arab-African Conferences & Exhibitions – ACE (Egypt) and TG Expo (Turkey).
Today, Nasa International represents many major exhibitions in the world including Gulf
Food, BioFach, ITB Berlin, Fruit Logistica, IWA Outdoor Classics, FachPack, European
Coating Show, Bazaar Berlin, International Green Week, The Big 5 Show and Toy Fair
Nuremberg.

What we do

Sister Companies

Nasa Educational Consultant is pioneer in providing free
educational consultancy for students to Malaysia since 2005.

Pakistan Food Journal is the premier trade publication for the
food industry of Pakistan. It brings practical experiences and
latest technical innovations to its readers.

Medical Voice is a leading healthcare company providing
reliable events management and global medical services along
with innovative solutions. Pioneers in health events, health
tourism and eHealth in Pakistan.
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